
to be a great parent all you 
need is love, a little inspiration 
and some good ideas...

Close Caboo NCT

Why carry when you can Caboo ?

Caboo dx... the daddy of carriers

Cocoon the weather protector...

Why dispose when you can pop-in?

Puddle free potty training...

Reversible bibs...
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Slate Grey

Close Caboo NCT...

*Caboo NCT is suitable from 6-18 UK size

The  Caboo NCT is the result of Close and NCT 
working together to embrace the wants and 
needs of new parents to nurture and care for 
their baby with the freedom of being hands free.



why carry when 
you can caboo ?
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...

scan for videos

Available in 4 gorgeous colours and 2 new colour combinations*

dark denim wineberry twist baltic bluetotally taupefrost greymisty morning

*Caboo +organic is suitable from 6-20+ UK size
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Caboo dx... the 
daddy of carriers

Colour combination:
Black/grey with reflective print

scan for 
video
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Cocoon the weather 
protector...



pop-in from birth to potty...

stage 1 stage 2 stage 3 stage 4
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why dispose when 
you can pop-in ?

eco 
friendly

save 
£500+

Pop-ins are as comfortable on your new born as they are on your nipper, and 
bridge the journey from first nappy to potty training.
You can Pop-in at home or on the go... and during those dream filled nights our 
unique night time booster* can help keep your little one dry.
*visit closeparent.com to find out more about dream filled nights and which material suits you most

fits most 6
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from birth to potty
goes on in one step just like 
a disposable nappy...

outershell

soaker

stretchy 
tab

booster

Gorgeous limited colours and funky 
prints in single nappies only

3 great unisex palettes; in packs of 5, 
10 or 20 nappies

Pastels

Brights

Snowball

princess
pink

little boy 
blue

grey
day snowball

Exclusive 
colours

pink 
turtle

blue 
turtle owlmonkey

Funky prints 
(+ bamboo 
only) scan for videos



Puddle free 
potty t ra i n i ng...

Pop-in pants are designed to absorb one toddler sized wee, giving parents a little 
more time and fewer puddles on the journey to potty independence!

Make wet change bags a thing of the past, with our tape-sealed seams 
and advanced fabric technology, we think it’s just close common sense...
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Designed to keep the seat clean and dry even  
when your little one isn’t! Compatible with most 
stage 1 seats. Easy to fit!  cover can also be used 
with the highchair or stroller. Size: 41  cm x 31 cm.

stain resistantfast wickingMonkeyGrey day Pink Turtle Blue Turtle Pink Owl4
9

scan for 
video



Close have a passion for creating wonderfully made and 
honestly considered products for parents and the little miracles 
they nurture through babyhood... 

It is our genuine love of all things baby, alongside our own passion 
for ‘reproducing’, that has created a range of award winning 
ideas, designed and manufactured to exacting standards in 
order to deliver the best experience.

Close believe that parenting does not need to be complicated, 
overwhelming or pressured and because you love your little 
one, all the ingredients are already in place... all you need is the 
inspiration...

Happy Mums and Dads are important  to us; stay in touch via 
facebook and twitter to check  out our competitions...

Reversible bibs...

The patterned side repels stains and is wipeable whilst the soft fleecy 
side will soak up all those inevitable dribbles. 

scan for video

Monkey Pink Turtle Blue Turtle Pink Owl

two 
stages

For local independent stockists 
visit www.closeparent.com

Where to buy...


